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Throughout this document we refer to the Bristol & Bath Railway Path, BBRP, the path and
the park; all of these references are to the Bristol City Council park formally known as the
Bristol/Bath Cycle Path1.

1 Bristol City Council Byelaws for pleasure grounds, public walks and open spaces gives the name of the park as
“Bristol/Bath Cycle Path”. Source: www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/32823/Park+Byelaws/f6f60095-2c0ed55a-5edf-f688c889f8b0#page=13
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KEY STATISTICS

Department for Transport funding
awarded to Sustrans for this project

2

£1.1million

Bristol City Council funding awarded
to Sustrans for this project 3

£10,000

Users of the Railway Path at peak
times 4

1,800+
per hour

Collisions on the Railway Path in the
last three years requiring an
ambulance 5
Collisions on the Railway Path in the
last five years reported to the police

None

6

None

2 Source: www.gov.uk/government/news/new-government-funded-cycling-routes-revealed-across-england
3 Source: Minutes of Bristol City Council Area 4 Committee Meeting (draft), 3 October 2019 - £9,994.80 funding
agreed https://democracy.bristol.gov.uk/documents/g5956/Printed%20minutes%2003rd-Oct2019%2018.30%20Area%20Committee%204.pdf?T=1#page=5
4 A figure often quoted by Sustrans
5 Source: Freedom of Information request to South Western Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust. Between
October 2016 and November 2019 there were only two incidents on BBRP in the BS post code area requiring an
ambulance. One incident related to someone that fell from a bike, and one incident related to someone suffering a
life-threatening medical condition (not collision related).
6 Source: Freedom of Information request to Avon and Somerset Constabulary. Information provided 2 January
2020 and relates to the Clay Bottom to Trinity Street section of BBRP. No collision reports had been made to the
police.
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KEY MESSAGES
The Bristol Cycling Campaign …


regards the east Bristol section of the Railway Path as the most
important cycling infrastructure in the City



welcomes steps to improve the Railway Path for all users



believes the route should be widened throughout the busy
section of the park to facilitate the separation of cycles and
pedestrians



objects to the series of proposed obstacles that will hinder rather
than help cycling on the Railway Path



regrets that many opportunities to improve the Railway Path
were not included in the proposals

"In general, where there is known to be, or anticipated
to be, high levels of usage by any particular user group,
it is desirable to provide separation. Where there are
likely to be issues with people riding bikes at speed,
separation is desirable. This may be relevant where
there are long straight alignments or downhill gradients
along a route."
Traffic-free Routes and Greenways Design Guide, 2019 [4.1.2]
Sustrans Limited 7

7 Source: www.sustrans.org.uk/for-professionals/infrastructure/sustrans-traffic-free-routes-and-greenways-designguide/sustrans-traffic-free-routes-and-greenways-design-guide-contents/2019-design-guidance/part-1-generalprinciples/4-sharing-of-paths
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
BRISTOL CYCLING CAMPAIGN
Bristol Cycling Campaign (BCyC) want to see a future where cycling in Bristol and
the surrounding areas is so easy that everyone does it – our communities will be
happier, healthier, and greener.
We're making Bristol better for cycling. We speak up for cycling locally, city-wide,
and nationally. We lobby. We get involved in consultations. We promote the
evidence. We call out the failures.
Our volunteers and supporters work to create a vibrant and inclusive cycling
culture, putting forward positive policy ideas and pressing for investment.
Our goals:
 Space for cycling - a comprehensive safe network of high-quality routes
 Fair treatment for cycling - justice, design, funding
 Political leadership to deliver ambitious change
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
PROJECT FUNDING
On 5 September 2019 the government announced8 a “Funding boost for National
Cycle Network” with the highlights being:

multi-million pound investment to develop cycling and walking paths around
the country on the National Cycling Network

communities will benefit from improved surfacing, new traffic-free routes, and
more accessible transport links

Department for Transport supports more people getting into active travel as it
delivers on its cycling and walking investment strategy
The schemes announced on 5 September by Chris Heaton-Harris MP, Cycling
Minister, included “a community-led re-design to improve the quality of the
existing Bristol and Bath railway path”.
In addition, Sustrans has sought9 £100,494.80 financial support for the project
from Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and section 106 funds held by Bristol
City Council. The Area 4 Committee agreed £9,994.80 of funding for Sustrans on
3 October 201910. The (draft) minutes of the meeting report that this funding is
to be used for “physical change to path to improve inclusion (eg. art & signage)”
10
.
Additionally, it is noted that Easton Community Centre has recently been
awarded11 £44,394 from Bristol City Council CIL funding for a project to include
improved connection / route from the railway path to Kilburn Street. (This does
not appear to have been included within the concept designs from Sustrans.)

8 Source: www.gov.uk/government/news/new-government-funded-cycling-routes-revealed-across-england
9 Source: papers presented and discussed at the Bristol City Council Area 4 Committee Meeting on 3 October
2019 https://democracy.bristol.gov.uk/documents/s41876/AC%204%203rd%20Oct%202019.pdf#page=220
10 Source: Minutes of Bristol City Council Area 4 Committee Meeting (draft), 3 October 2019 - £100,063.25 funding
agreed https://democracy.bristol.gov.uk/documents/g5956/Printed%20minutes%2003rd-Oct2019%2018.30%20Area%20Committee%204.pdf?T=1#page=5
11 Source: Minutes of Bristol City Council Area 4 Committee Meeting (draft), 3 October 2019 - £44,394 funding
agreed https://democracy.bristol.gov.uk/documents/g5956/Printed%20minutes%2003rd-Oct2019%2018.30%20Area%20Committee%204.pdf?T=1#page=4
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INTRODUCTION
The Bristol Cycling Campaign acknowledges that the Bristol & Bath Railway Path
has become a key element of the cycling infrastructure in Bristol, as well as in
South Gloucestershire and Bath & North East Somerset. The path, technically a
park spanning three counties, provides a rural and urban off-road route and space
to be enjoyed by all.
We acknowledge that the path is trying to achieve a range of objectives including;
an off-road route for those travelling between the cities of Bath and Bristol (and
vice versa), a route for those travelling within or across the three counties, as well
as a local park for those living near the park.
The vast majority of the path, the vast majority of time, is a safe and enjoyable
place to be enjoyed by all the users of the path. We recognise that a relatively
small section of the park around in Bristol around Whitehall Primary School has a
particularly busy 'rush hour' when the many uses of the park can sometimes
cause conflict between the objectives of the park and its' users.
The whole route has become busier year-on-year with the Bristol sections seeing a
lot of ‘peak’ traffic as well as an increase in traffic at other times too. Further
increases in the use of this key route are to be expected and should also be
encouraged.
Conflict between different users is inevitable at busy times on a shared use path;
only effective separation of modes will alleviate this.
Whilst some people may blame 'speeding cyclists' as the cause of conflict, it
should be recognised that cyclists travelling at high speed represent only a very
small percentage of the users of the park through the area covered by this project
at 'rush hour'. We note that 'speeding cyclists' is a subjective term and that
there is no advisory nor enforceable speed limit for cycling in the park. We do not
condone cycling at particularly high speeds within the park, and encourage all
park users (including cyclists) to use the park with care recognising that many
users are children.
We note that much of the perceived conflict is at the point where many
pedestrians cross the BBRP between Bruce Road and Johnsons Road (and vice
versa) accessing Whitehall Primary School, rather than users of the BBRP.
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The Code of Conduct for the Railway Path12 includes: "Everyone has equal
priority". We encourage all users of the park to respect this.
The BBRP forms part of the National Cycle Network (NCN4). The area of BBRP
affected by the concept designs is considered by us to be the most successful
cycling route in the city and a model that should be considered for replicating
elsewhere.
The BBRP was built on the route of a disused railway line and turned into a path
by CycleBag (the predecessor organisation to Sustrans). The route has worked
exceptionally well. It is a path; whether someone chooses to walk or cycle it is
primarily a tool for getting from A to B (or C, D, E or any other place along the
path). No one really uses it for much else. Further benches, distractions and
detours will be a negative impact on the primary use of the BBRP, and are
unhelpful to the movement of people safely through this area. There are many
parks, green spaces and play areas only a short walk (or cycle ride) from this
section of the BBRP. Any changes to the BBRP need to recognise that the
primary, and increasing use of the BBRP is a travel route rather than an
ultimate destination.
We will oppose any measures which deter cycling (and some of these designs do).
That will only increase motoring in east Bristol with adverse consequences for the
local community and the climate.

12 Source: www.bristolbathrailwaypath.org.uk/plan-about.shtml
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OUR OBJECTIVES FOR THE
BRISTOL & BATH RAILWAY PATH
The Bristol Cycling Campaign has a series of principles with regard to the Bristol &
Bath Railway Path:


It is not for the Bristol Cycling Campaign to ‘police’ cycling, any more than
law-abiding motorists have a duty to ‘police’ the speeding, texting, criminal
fellow car drivers



Whilst we, as individuals, may deplore other individuals riding too fast, we, as
a Campaign, must oppose any measures likely to impede cycling on the path,
particularly where such measures disproportionately affect considerate and/or
disabled cyclists



Sustrans’ proposals for the BBRP are part of a process, which we should
engage with



We should explore the possibility of widening and/or segregating the railway
path and of alternative cycle routes of high quality to relieve congestion



Changing behaviour is very difficult (witness car dependency), doesn’t mean it
shouldn’t be attempted but the challenges must be recognised, whereas
changing infrastructure is easier, quicker, cheaper and more certain.



The BBRP is valuable as both a Park and a transport route

The Railway Path has become, to a certain extent, the victim of its' own
success. There is very little cycling provision in east Bristol and so there is no offroad cycling alternative to the Railway Path.
It is our preference that on busy sections of the Railway Path - particularly the
area under consideration by this Sustrans project - pedestrians and cyclists are
separated. To achieve this effectively, the cycling section should be a minimum
of 3m wide and the pedestrian section a minimum of 2m wide, with a narrow
grassed area, kerbstone or similar separating the two parallel sections. Care will
obviously need to be taken to ensure that the narrow strip between the sections
does not become a trip hazard or a hazard to cycling.
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The Sustrans document "Paths for everyone - National Cycle Network physical
review and action plan, South of England" dated November 201813, makes
reference to the section of the BBRP between Fishponds and Bristol city centre
being very busy with conflicts between users at peak times. The Sustrans report
offers the solution:

Community-led redesign of the disused railway corridor, potentially
leading to increased width for the railway path. The One Path
Initiative is an alternative to physical change, focusing on people and
behaviour with the key message of 'Share, Respect and Enjoy'.
The concept designs, however, appear to concentrate on physical changes to the
path, with very little attention to increased width of the path.
This is disappointing, as our preference would be for the route to be
widened throughout the busy section of the park to facilitate the separation of
cycles and pedestrians.
There is a small reference14 in the concept designs to "Widening certain
sections is currently being reviewed for feasibility". We very much welcome
the widening of the path in order to facilitate the separation of pedestrians and
cyclists. It is a pity, however, that the feasibility for widening sections of the path
was not undertaken before the concept designs were created.
We note that the Sustrans Traffic-free Routes and Greenways Design Guide
(4.1.2)15, includes

"In general, where there is known to be, or anticipated to be, high
levels of usage by any particular user group, it is desirable to provide
separation. Where there are likely to be issues with people riding bikes
at speed, separation is desirable. This may be relevant where there
are long straight alignments or downhill gradients along a route. "
This section of the Railway Path seems to meet the criteria within Sustrans’ own
guide for separation of pedestrians and cycles, yet this does not form part of the
concept designs.

13 Source: www.sustrans.org.uk/media/3718/3718.pdf#page=14
14 www.sustrans.org.uk/media/5648/onepath-bs5-codesign-boards-2019.pdf#page=3 – note 2
15 Source: www.sustrans.org.uk/for-professionals/infrastructure/sustrans-traffic-free-routes-and-greenways-designguide/sustrans-traffic-free-routes-and-greenways-design-guide-contents/2019-design-guidance/part-1-generalprinciples/4-sharing-of-paths
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The same publication also provides a perfect example of how the Railway Path
could look in this section but is not, unfortunately, being proposed in the current
concept designs:

16

16 Source: www.sustrans.org.uk/media/3652/3652.jpg
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FEEDBACK ON PROPOSALS:
SHARP BENDS AT CLAY BOTTOM
There is an existing series of bends at Clay Bottom caused by housing being built
too near the route of the old railway line. This should never have been allowed,
but there is little point in revisiting the cause of the problem.
This is a trouble spot because there are a series of sharp bends with very limited
visibility.
The central line has become worn out
over time, and has not been reinstated.
The warning signage for the sharp
bends has been vandalised which
removes the warning of the sharp turns
ahead. Additionally there is no
kerbstones in place to prevent the
gradual encroaching of dirt and grass
onto the edges of the route, thus
narrowing the path further. These are
examples of Bristol City Council’s poor
maintenance of their park.
The concept designs here seem to be for expanding the width of the path and
trying to separate cyclists from other users, and also providing seating to
encourage people to linger here. This is a missed opportunity, as there does not
appear to be anything proposed to ease cycling through this troublesome area.
We question the validity of seating in this area. It is not a place that people are
likely to want to sit, and having people “stop, play or relax” will not aid people
through this narrow section.
The bends are a dangerous place for people to be encouraged to linger as there
are various reasons why there could be accidents here.
Any planters, seats other obstacles need to be well away from the cycle route.
The positioning of any seating needs to ensure that when the seating is use the
legs of the user do not impede the cycle route.
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17

A better alternative for a seating area would be the existing wide area of the path
at the bridge over Gordon Road, where there is space for seating on an existing
‘tarmac’ area (see above). This area is already used as an informal meeting point,
using the platform along the bridge as seating, and is very close to the sharp
bends at Clay Bottom where the concept designs include adding seating.

17 Photo taken 20 December 2019

© P Bird
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Clay Bottom Concept A

18

We welcome the widening of the path here as this will ease travel through the
sharp bends for all users of the path. From the drawing above it is not clear what
the “pollinator strip” split is. Is this a widening of the path into two sections, or is
the intention to introduce a very narrow section separating pedestrians and
cycles? We believe this point is too narrow for separation, and instead encourage
a widening of the width of the path.
We welcome the introduction of lighting. Any solar powered lighting, however, will
need to be positioned so that they can catch sufficient light; which may be difficult
with fencing and overhanging vegetation. Care will also need to be taken to
ensure that the solar panels are kept clean and not covered with dirt etc. An
alternative proposal would be LED lighting on the ground (there is existing Council
power supply nearby for lighting).

18 Source: Sustrans - www.sustrans.org.uk/media/5648/onepath-bs5-codesign-boards-2019.pdf#page=11
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Clay Bottom Concept B

19

It is difficult to establish from the drawing above what is being proposed through
the concept designs. The plethora of lines (and lack of a key) makes it difficult to
understand the intended route through this area for cycles and pedestrians.

19 Source: Sustrans - www.sustrans.org.uk/media/5648/onepath-bs5-codesign-boards-2019.pdf#page=12
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FEEDBACK ON PROPOSALS:
BRUCE ROAD & JOHNSON’S ROAD

20

Another disappointing concept design.
The plan seems to be to retain the 'fake' zebra crossing but to expand it even
wider into the paths on either side of the main path through the park. The 'fake'
zebra crossing is already a source of confusion as some people mistakenly think
that priorities are changed by adding some paint to the surface of the path21. This
crossing was the source of much derision in the national media when it was
installed. Expanding the paint onto more of the path will only add to the problems
caused by adding highways infrastructure to a park.
The ‘fake’ zebra crossing has no legal standing as it has been installed in a park
not on a highway22. When a ‘fake’ zebra crossing was initially installed here the
crossing did not have the same road markings and belisha beacons as a proper
zebra crossing; these were added some years after the initial ‘fake’ zebra.
From the concept designs, we could not establish where it is intended that cyclists
should wait to join (or cross) the path at the 'fake' zebra crossing from either
Johnson's Road or Bruce Road direction.

20 Source – Sustrans www.sustrans.org.uk/media/5648/onepath-bs5-codesign-boards-2019.pdf#page=10
21 The Code of Conduct for the BBRP includes "Everyone has equal priority". Source:
www.bristolbathrailwaypath.org.uk/plan-about.shtml
22 The addition of zig-zags and belisha beacons did not make this a proper zebra crossing as there is no provision
for an enforceable zebra crossing other than on a highway.
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The “offset pattern to reduce confusion at crossing” will reduce visibility of those
travelling along the path of those waiting to cross using the zebra or to join the
path here. The extension of the zebra markings to be wider than the width of the
main path will also reduce visibility of those using the crossing or joining the path
here, as it will be more difficult to see cycles approaching the fake zebra
crossing. Any confusion here will be increased by extending the markings into
the paths leading to the crossing.
We also could not tell from the concept designs whether or not the intention is to
retain the (very severe) speed bump on the main path on the NE side of the 'fake'
zebra crossing.
The plans include a new route
from the Johnsons Road access
point SW onto the path. It was
difficult to tell from the
proposals, but the plan seems to
be for a wooden stilted
structure23 to create a new way
to join the path. (We are unsure
if the existing steps are to be
23
removed.)
If this new raised platform is installed, care will need to be taken to ensure that
the wooden structure does not become slippery when wet. Care will also need to
be taken to ensure that the gradient is suitable for those using wheelchairs,
scooters and cycles.
The concept designs include a series of benches on/beside the main body of the
path near this junction. It looks like consideration has not been given to adding
seating to the area beside the community notice board much nearer to Johnsons
Road and the school24, and further away from the main body of traffic along and
across the path. This would seem to us a better location for seating.

23 Source – Sustrans www.sustrans.org.uk/media/5648/onepath-bs5-codesign-boards-2019.pdf#page=10
24 Link to location on GoogleMaps (aerial): https://goo.gl/maps/JaMhzGncrZ8xzmew9
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Photo of the existing open space just off Johnsons Road, before the top of the slop
and steps to the Railway Path. This area could be used for seating near the
school.

25

26

25 Photo taken 18 December 2019 © P Bird
26 Link to location on GoogleMaps (aerial): https://goo.gl/maps/JaMhzGncrZ8xzmew9
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FEEDBACK ON PROPOSALS:
‘PARKLET’ BETWEEN DEVON ROAD AND
CHELSEA PARK
This is currently a straight section of the path with clear visibility and thus a safe
section of the BBRP. The concept designs, however, seem to insert some
greenery and seating into the centre of the existing route and to divert people
around the proposed obstruction.
If seating is needed in this area, then it would be far easier - and cheaper - to
install this in the existing green space to the side of the path rather than diverting
path users into an indirect route and reducing visibility along the path.
Clear lines of sight along the path are important for all users of the park. The
park has previously suffered from a series of issues including physical attacks and
robberies - clear lines of sight enables pedestrians and others to see what (or
who) is ahead and thus improves the feeling of safety in the park. Adding
unnecessary obstructions and reducing line of sight creates hiding places for those
looking to cause trouble, and reduces the ability of park users to see any dangers
ahead.

A perceived lack of safety is a major barrier to active travel. It is
therefore important that designers address both physical and personal
safety barriers. For many people, traffic-free routes by their nature are
not considered safe.
there are measures that can improve perceptions of safety. These
include ... provide and maintain clear views
Traffic-free Routes and Greenways Design Guide, 2019 [1.1.4] 27
Sustrans Limited

If seating is needed in this area it would be better placed in the currently disused
area to the side of the path, rather than re-routing the path around new seating.
In addition to not hindering the cycle route through the park, and not disturbing
the line of sight through the park, this would also be a cheaper alternative.

27 Source: www.sustrans.org.uk/for-professionals/infrastructure/sustrans-traffic-free-routes-and-greenways-designguide/sustrans-traffic-free-routes-and-greenways-design-guide-contents/2019-design-guidance/part-1-generalprinciples/1-traffic-free-routes-overview
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Devon Road / Chelsea Park ‘Parklet’ - Concept A

28

The very short section of separated route (assuming that is the intention) creates
additional points of potential conflict when cycles and pedestrians cross over the
path to join and leave the very short separated section. See large red circles
above.
The trees and benches added to the existing route of the path would have a
negative impact on visibility, and therefore on safety.

28 Source: Sustrans - www.sustrans.org.uk/media/5648/onepath-bs5-codesign-boards-2019.pdf#page=8
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Devon Road / Chelsea Park ‘Parklet’ - Concept B

29

If this proposal is implemented, care will need to be taken to ensure that the
‘texture contrasts’ do not impede cycling, walking etc through the area. The route
through the ‘visual geometric breakdown of path’ will also need to be clear.

29 Source: Sustrans - www.sustrans.org.uk/media/5648/onepath-bs5-codesign-boards-2019.pdf#page=9
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Devon Road / Chelsea Park ‘Parklet’ - Concept C

30

This proposal seems to involve the widening of the path on both sides for a short
length. It is difficult to understand what this will achieve.

30 Source: Sustrans - www.sustrans.org.uk/media/5648/onepath-bs5-codesign-boards-2019.pdf#page=9
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FEEDBACK ON PROPOSALS:
KILBURN STREET
(NEAR EASTON COMMUNITY CENTRE)
This is the worst of the various suggestions within the concept designs.
We are not aware of any frequent 'conflict' or problems at this junction, so it is
difficult to see what issue(s) proposals are trying to resolve here.
Once again, the proposals include an obstruction in the centre of the pathway and
forcing people to use an indirect route. As with the proposed ‘parklet’ between
Devon Road and Chelsea Park, this will create further problems with line of sight
and the perception of safety. This conflicts with the guidance in the Sustrans
publication “Traffic-free Routes and Greenways Design Guide” [1.1.4] 31
There is a clear process at the moment that traffic (pedestrians, cyclists and
others) traveling NE to SW (towards the centre of Bristol) and SW to NW (away
from the centre of Bristol) have priority over those joining the path from Kilburn
Street. By placing an obstruction into the existing path, and diverting everyone to
nearer Kilburn Street will create many issues and achieve no advantage at all.
If this proposal is implemented the excellent safety record of the BBRP will be
endangered and crashes, as a result of the confused route and swerving route, will
become common. Any seating should be positioned off the primary cycle route there is existing space for this at the community garden off the path to Kilburn
Street or in the green space at Owen Square.
We are aware that Easton Community Centre has been granted funding32 from
Bristol City Council to “get lights improved and added and enhance the
connectivity between the cycle path and Kilburn Street/Chelsea Road/ Easton
Road” with the intention “to make this busy junction one that is less reliant on the
car and safer and more useable by those on foot and travelling by bike at all
times”. There are also proposals33 by Bristol City Council to make improvements
to the Multi Use Games Area (MUGA) at Owen Square, which is beside the BBRP
near Easton Community Centre. Any work proposed in this area by Sustrans will
obviously need to be in conjunction with other plans for the area.

31 Source: www.sustrans.org.uk/for-professionals/infrastructure/sustrans-traffic-free-routes-and-greenways-designguide/sustrans-traffic-free-routes-and-greenways-design-guide-contents/2019-design-guidance/part-1-generalprinciples/1-traffic-free-routes-overview
32 Source: papers presented and discussed at the Bristol City Council Area 4 Committee Meeting on 3 October
2019 https://democracy.bristol.gov.uk/documents/s41876/AC%204%203rd%20Oct%202019.pdf#page=175
33 Source: papers presented and discussed at the Bristol City Council Area 4 Committee Meeting on 3 October
2019 https://democracy.bristol.gov.uk/documents/s41876/AC%204%203rd%20Oct%202019.pdf#page=191
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Kilburn Street - Concept A


34

The drawing above makes it very difficult to understand the primary route through
this area, particularly as the proposal appears to include seating pods and an area
for community stalls within the current direct route through the park.
The concept design appears to suggest that the main route through the area be
diverted through an additional sharp bend towards Kilburn Street. It is ironic that
the designs include adding sharp bends here while, in the same document
recommending steps to reduce the sharp bends at Clay Bottom.
We would like further information on the route through the park. If, as we
suspect and fear, it is along the green dotted line that we have added above, we
would strongly object to this proposal.

34 Source: Sustrans - www.sustrans.org.uk/media/5648/onepath-bs5-codesign-boards-2019.pdf#page=6
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Kilburn Street - Concept B
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As with Concept A (previous page) the drawing above makes it very difficult to
understand the primary route through this area, particularly as the concept design
appears to include seating in the current route of the path. What are the white
and pink areas indicating? If this is a series of different colours to the surface
then this will initially be garish and not fit in to the existing calm green corridor.
The proposals appear to suggest that the main route through the area be diverted
through an additional sharp bend towards Kilburn Street. It is ironic that the
concept designs appear to be suggesting the addition of sharp bends here while,
at the same time recommending steps to reduce the sharp bends at Clay Bottom.
We would like further information on the route through the park. If, as we
suspect and fear, it is along the green dotted line that we have added above, we
would strongly object to this proposal.

35 Source: Sustrans - www.sustrans.org.uk/media/5648/onepath-bs5-codesign-boards-2019.pdf#page=7
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FEEDBACK ON PROPOSALS:
RUSSELL TOWN AVENUE

36

Again the concept designs are confusing here, not helped by one of our members
receiving conflicting information from Sustrans staff at the meeting presenting the
designs.
Is it your intention to somehow prevent through traffic (pedestrians and cyclists)
through the area we have hatched above in red? If so, the proposals appear to be
intended to make it less easy for pedestrians and cyclists to join / leave the path
here and we would object to the proposal.
A lot of people, primarily children going to/from City Academy Bristol use this
access point. Many of them come from Brixton Road (to the left of the area
shown above).
The only problem we are aware of here is cyclists joining Russell Town Avenue at
the zebra crossing, and the confusion caused by the access point to from the
Railway Path connecting direct to a Zebra crossing (which it is not permitted to
cycle across).
The NW side of the route here is used by those travelling along the path, and the
SE side used by both cyclists and pedestrians joining / leaving the path at Russell
Town Avenue.

36 Source: Sustrans - www.sustrans.org.uk/media/5648/onepath-bs5-codesign-boards-2019.pdf#page=5
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The photo below shows the current situation at Russell Town Avenue. Those
traveling along the path stick to the upper section (shown here on the right) and
those entering / leaving use the lower (left) section. This works well, with minimal
conflict.

37

37 Photo taken 18 December 2019 © P Bird
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FEEDBACK ON PROPOSALS:
BENEATH ST PHILIPS’ CAUSEWAY

38

This is the only section of the path (within the area covered by the Sustrans
proposals) where there is already (supposed) to be segregation of pedestrians and
cycles. The 'pavement' areas currently provide no indication that they are
intended to create a separated area, and so pedestrians new to the route do not
know where to go. This can be solved by painting 'pedestrian' and 'cycle'
markings on the surface of the path.
The ‘dip’ beneath the bridge and the bends in the approaches to the bridge makes
it difficult to see cycles ahead. This problem is currently aggravated by the
bollards within the cycle section.
The concept designs for this section include the comments:





Continuation of segregation from St Philips Causeway Bridge to Trinity
Street
New path through Newtown Park, including the existing desire line, to
allow for separate paths for walking and cycling
Transition from Newtown Park to Trinity Street at the existing entrance

We welcome these proposals, but will need further information before being able
to make a considered opinion.
Steps also need to be taken to ensure that this area does not become flooded.

38 Source: Sustrans - www.sustrans.org.uk/media/5648/onepath-bs5-codesign-boards-2019.pdf#page=4
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Motor Vehicle access
Care will need to be taken for all the proposals that adding various obstacles to
the centre of the existing path does not affect the ability for emergency vehicles
and maintenance vehicles etc to travel along the path.

Raised Tables
We are concerned that any ‘speed tables’ are not too severe.
Any raised tables need to be clearly seen from a distance by clear markings on the
surface of the ends of the tables. Any tables need to be in a straight section of
the route to aid identification from a distance. The tables, however, do not need
to be in a different colour surface as the addition of surfaces in a variety of colours
would detract from the aesthetics of the path. After time, any colouring of the
surface of the path is likely to fade.
Prior to implementation we would want to see detailed proposals for the location
of any speed tables and how steep the entry and exit would be.

Raised Tables and Drainage
The concept designs include a series of raised tables. We have no objection to
these providing the gradient at the start and end of each table is not too severe.
We would welcome further information.
In May 2019 a series of repairs were made to the Railway Path in the area of
these proposals. Due to the poor quality of these works the repairs inadvertently
became similar to raised tables. The poor repairs / inadvertent tables created a
negative impact on drainage off the path which has created a series of puddles.
We are keen that these existing problems are not repeated with any new raised
tables.
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Careful consideration will need to be given to drainage from the path around any
new raised tables.
We note that the Sustrans Traffic-free Routes and Greenways Design Guide, 2019
[8.5.1]39 makes reference to path drainage, and includes:
"Standing water and surface water discharge can serve to damage a path’s
surface, leading to a decline in its integrity and its serviceability. Standing
water can also freeze during colder weather, creating a facility that is
unpopular and underutilised due to safety concerns.
To facilitate surface water run-off, paths should have a cross-fall (fall to one
side) or camber (fall from a centre line to both sides). Where possible,
designers should incorporate camber to a path’s surface, as this will provide
a better outcome for wheelers. Cross-fall and camber should be provided in
accordance with the table below."

We assume that the detailed proposals comply with Sustrans’ national guidance39
on the matter of drainage will be followed and thus help to avoid the raised tables
creating puddles.
It is worth noting that both pedestrians and cyclists will want to avoid puddles,
and so may deviate from the route that others are expecting them to take in order
to avoid a puddle. This creates a safety concern.

Photo showing flooding at BBRP / Colston Road

40

39 Source: www.sustrans.org.uk/for-professionals/infrastructure/sustrans-traffic-free-routes-and-greenwaysdesign-guide/sustrans-traffic-free-routes-and-greenways-design-guide-contents/2019-design-guidance/part-2design-details/8-path-specification-details
40 Photo taken 20 December 2019 © P Bird
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Sustrans Presentation
All of the concept designs were difficult to understand as there was no key to the
various colours used for the surface of the path. Additionally, the visuals did not
show the primary route(s) along the path.
It appears that some of the Sustrans staff at the presentation had little personal
knowledge of the route or of the proposals. This was aggravated by Sustrans staff
providing conflicting information.
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MISSED OPPORTUNITIES
The concept designs seem to have missed the opportunity for a few easy fixes to
problems along the path.

Dogs
There is an existing problem with too many dogs
along the path either not on a lead or on a very long
lead.
It is already an offence41 for dogs not to be on a lead
on the Railway Path. Unfortunately neither the
Council nor Police seem to have the desire to use their
existing powers to enforce this legislation.
The section of these proposed changes currently
includes only one sign reminding people that dogs
need to be on a lead – and this is difficult to see 
The entrances to most parks in Bristol include a notice explaining what is, and is
not, permitted in the park. For some reason Bristol City Council did not erect
these notices for the BBRP.
We do not know what - if anything – is being proposed to address this problem.

Gordon Road
The access point at Gordon Road is currently just a small gap in the hedge. This
is a potential spot for accidents, as those unfamiliar with the route would not
expect to see cyclists and others emerging on to the path from here.
The route to the access point is often obstructed by parked cars at the far north
end of Gordon Road.
Perhaps consideration could be given to how to address these issues.

41 The City of Bristol (Dog Control) Public Space Protection Order 2017 states "A person in charge of a dog shall
be guilty of an offence, if at any time and on any land to which this Order applies [which includes the Railway Path
within the City limits] does not keep the dog on a lead" Source:
www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/3235486/Sealed+PSPO+-+Dog+Control.pdf
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Which side should pedestrians walk?
Another of the ongoing problems is the lack of guidance
on whether pedestrians should walk on the left or the
right of the path. Cyclists (except when overtaking)
tend to always keep left. Unfortunately, some
pedestrians opt to walk on the left (so that cyclists
approach them from the back) and some opt to walk on
the right (face on to oncoming cyclists).
We are not aware of any documented guidance for which
side of a path that cyclists and others should use in a
park. The nearest guidance we can find is "If there is no
pavement, [pedestrians] keep to the right-hand side of the
road so that you can see oncoming traffic" from Highway
Code rule 2 42; recognising, of course, that the BBRP is
not a 'highway'.
We do not know what - if anything – is being proposed to address this problem.

Russell Town Avenue
The access point at Russell Town Avenue is a key route for children travelling
to/from City Academy Bristol, Russell Town Avenue as well as for those accessing
the shops on Church Road and to/from Lawrence Hill railway station.
The proposals, however, seem to include nothing to ease pedestrian and cycle
access to the school and other areas along Russell Town Avenue. This is a missed
opportunity.
Here we suggest consideration be given to:
a.
improved pedestrian and cycle access from the path to the crossing
b.
change the zebra crossing to a parallel crossing
c.
make the pavement on both sides of the crossing a shared path
d.
improve cycles access from the east side of the crossing to City Academy
Bristol
GoogleMaps link to location: https://goo.gl/maps/kTq6FExHzvzGHecW8

42 Source: www.gov.uk/guidance/the-highway-code/rules-for-pedestrians-1-to-35#rule2
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Kilburn Street
The cycle access from Kilburn Street to the BBRP is often blocked by either cars
parking at the dropped kerb (also double yellow lines) or by traffic travelling south
along Kilburn Street and queuing to join Easton Road.
There was a cycle marking on the pavement here, but that has faded away and
not been replaced.
A simple solution would be a narrow 'yellow box' on Kilburn Street to aid access to
and from the railway path.
GoogleMaps link to location: https://goo.gl/maps/FxJ8YFLwVajkXu3v9

Kingsmarsh House, separation
Housing was built a few years ago in the grounds of Kingsmarsh House (off
Lawrence Hill roundabout). A new path was built that is parallel to the Railway
Path, but is the other side of a fence. There is an opportunity here to use the new
path to split pedestrians and cyclists.
GoogleMaps link to location: https://goo.gl/maps/PM9h2YfrVbmHge4a7

Kingsmarsh House, connection to other routes
Where there is an opportunity to link an NCN to nearby off-road cycling provision,
this should be explored. There is also an opportunity here to provide a better link
from the BBRP across the crossing across Lawrence Hill to the off road route from
the north side of Lawrence Hill (starting at Croydon Street) to Easton Road and on
to Stapleton Road.
GoogleMaps link to location: https://goo.gl/maps/fEaU2JSaKT2RTeCB7
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Signposting
There are many local amenities local to the
route of the BBRP. There needs to be
additional signage to point to these places
to encourage people to use the BBRP as an
off road route to these locations. It will
also provide better information as to which
exit pints people should use, as well as
educate people about the wide range of
amenities just off the route. We would
welcome an opportunity to work with
Sustrans regarding which local amenities
should be signposted.
There also needs to be better signposting
to the BBRP as many people in the area, or
travelling through the area, may not know
of this great route.

43

There also needs to be better marking of the names of the roads at each entry /
exit point. As well as aiding navigation, this information is also useful to help
direct emergency services to any issue along the path, and also to aid reporting
matters needing repair etc to Bristol City Council.

43 Road names of junctions were added to the surface of the BBRP in Bristol. Most of these have faded away but

a few, including this one at Brixton Road, partially remain.
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Other Routes
It is unfortunate that other safe routes to cycle in east Bristol are not part of this
consultation process.
One of the reasons BBRP is so well used, and there are issues with numbers and
conflict, is because there is almost nowhere else where it is as safe to cycle in this
part of Bristol. Certainly, there is no other safe route, of any length, separate
from motor vehicles. Provision of such routes, together with widening and
separation of the BBRP must be the long term solution. Anything else is a ‘quick
fix’, and there is a danger it could make things worse not better.
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We would welcome the
opportunity to discuss the
concept designs with Sustrans,
and to be greater involved as
the plans are developed for this
key cycle route.
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